
Learn how an understanding of consumer identity 
is key to executing seamless, engaging experiences 
across channels.

The Changing Face of 
Media Consumption



US adults spend more time with digital  
media than they do sleeping 

According to a Dec. 2021 TransUnion consumer survey conducted by 
The Harris Poll, only 36% of Americans under 35 who watched TV in the 
past month said they did so through paid cable or satellite. This cohort 
also favored streaming with 86% acknowledging they’d done so in the 
past month.2

By interacting with consumers across the touchpoints where they 
spend the most time, marketers can improve reach, especially in 
more engaging channels that offer opportunity to boost campaign 
performance. This requires the ability to connect individuals, 
households and devices, and keep the consumer view from fracturing.

8 hours
is roughly the amount 

of time Americans 
spend with digital 

media1 

1 US Time Spent With Media 2021, eMarketer, May 2021
2 Survey conducted online in the US by The Harris Poll on behalf of TransUnion from Dec. 9–13, 2021; among 2,043 adults aged 18+ (among whom 1,878 watch TV).  

   For complete survey methodology, including weighting variables and subgroup sample sizes, please contact Dave Blumberg at david.blumberg@transunion.com.
3 US e-commerce on track for its first $1 trillion year by 2022, due to lasting pandemic impacts, TechCrunch, Mar. 2021

70%
of Americans who 
watched TV in the  

past month say  
they’ve streamed  

TV or movies2

$1  
trillion

is the record level of 
ecommerce spending 

expected in 2022.3

We live in a digital world. For marketers, that means understanding the new,  
omnichannel consumer to reach people in the places they engage. Increasingly,  
marketers must connect to channels like streaming TV, ecommerce and more —  
all which have accelerated the growth of digital media in recent years.
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To reach audiences effectively, identity solutions must:

• Link offline identifiers to an expanding set of online  
IDs to enable omnichannel audience targeting 

 Detect all types of connected devices (e.g., smart TVs, mobile devices, 
computers, smart speakers) to translate offline tactics and identity  
across more digital devices and channels

 Reliably resolve devices to individuals and households at scale

 Understand this view of people, households and devices across  
marketing and advertising touchpoints, including the publishers  
and platforms delivering contentplatforms delivering content

Marketers and advertisers still navigating  
fragmented landscapes
Identity plays a key role in addressing 
fragmentation challenges

Today, many marketers struggle to achieve scaled, precise and consistent campaigns 
because they can’t execute against a persistent view of consumer identity across a 
fragmented landscape. People-based marketing — an understanding of many identifiers 
rooted in an offline view — allows marketers to connect their understanding of consumers, 
addressable audiences and campaigns across channels and activation endpoints to enable 
more robust, omnichannel and personalized campaigns.

The consumer view continues to fracture

is the number of streaming 
channels more than half 
of TV streamers (55%) 
watched in the past month1

of TV-watching Americans 
have more than one brand 
of smart TV in their homes2

is the number of  
connected devices  
in the average  
U.S. household3

6+ 2538%
1 Among 67 channels presented to respondents in TransUnion’s Dec. 2021 survey
2 Among eight listed brands presented to respondents in the survey in TransUnion’s Dec. 2021 survey
3 Deloitte: How the Pandemic Stress-Tested the Increasingly Crowded Digital Home, Deloitte, Jun. 20213
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STREAMING AND CABLE/SATELLITE VIEWERS UNDER 55 ESPECIALLY ATTENTIVE FOR STREAMING MEDIA ADVERTISERS

59%

of 18–54-year-olds 
say streaming TV 
commercials are more 
relevant to them than 
commercials on cable/
satellite TV1 

47%

of 18–54-year-olds say 
streaming has more 
engaging/interactive 
commercials compared  
to only 28% who say the 
same about cable/satellite1

Almost twice as many 
18–54-year-olds claim 
to pay more attention 
to commercials on 
streaming versus cable/
satellite (23%)1

43%

Marketers benefit from 
omnichannel advertising 
People-based data and technology enable more consistent  
audience targeting to power engagement 

Not every marketing solution enables consistent, omnichannel audience targeting.  
When marketers use people-based audiences and data to target, they can power  
many use cases: 

Leveraging audience targeting helps reach ideal customers in the channels they find most engaging — across streaming media 
channels and beyond. Channels like streaming media that enable audience-based tactics have proven to be especially effective 
in grabbing the attention of consumers compared to environments like cable/satellite TV — which instead use program-based 
advertising buys. The ability to target specific audiences is likely one of the driving factors leading to the more relevant and  
engaging experiences happening across addressable channels like streaming TV, display, social and more.

Ascribe attributes to consumers more precisely for better segmentation and personalization 

Create custom audiences that help expand campaign efforts to high-value audiences more likely  
to drive acquisition, retention, loyalty and other specific marketing objectives

Apply learnings based on first-party data to turn current customers into loyalists

Build, expand, manage and activate through audience-building tools that expedite speed to market

1 Survey conducted online in the US by The Harris Poll on behalf of TransUnion from Dec. 9–13, 2021 4
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Built for people-based marketing:  
TruAudience solutions  
TransUnion’s three-dimensional view of identity — linking people, 
households and devices — powers more effective advertising  
across streaming and beyond

Generating insights and audiences from a trusted consumer identity solution powers more advanced 
audience targeting. TransUnion’s identity graph helps improve campaign effectiveness across channels  
and objectives by featuring:

A persistent view of identity tied to thousands of rich consumer attributes enables better audience segmentation and personalization.
Depth

With coverage of 99% of US adults, 120 million US households and most device types, our identity graph enables 
audience-based targeting and reach at massive scale.

Scale

We’re committed to building on our legacy and historical role as a steward of data — which positions us as a trusted ally 
for marketers as they try to solve the growing complexity of identity for a people-based marketing future.

Integrity

Our multikey identity graph enables a three-dimensional view of identity. Fundamentally, this provides greater portability of IDs  
instead of limiting marketers to walled gardens — proprietary solutions that can only be leveraged in a specific channel or platform.

Interoperability

Our data and technology work quickly. Our TruAudience® Platform and suite of people-based solutions help deliver customized 
insights, predictive models and audiences in hours — not days or weeks. Marketers can activate strategies through our direct 
integrations to push omnichannel audiences to virtually any major marketing destination at the speed of digital.

Connectivity and speed
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About TransUnion (NYSE: TRU)

TransUnion is a global information and insights company that makes trust possible in the modern economy. We do this  

by providing an actionable picture of each person so they can be reliably represented in the marketplace. As a result,  

businesses and consumers can transact with confidence and achieve great things. We call this Information for Good.®  

   

A leading presence in more than 30 countries across 5 continents, TransUnion provides solutions that help create  

economic opportunity, great experiences and personal empowerment for hundreds of millions of people. 

About TruAudience solutions

Powered by a three-dimensional view of people, households and devices, TruAudience solutions provide precise, scalable identity 

to enable audience targeting and consumer engagement across offline, digital and streaming environments.

Contact Us

Get started today. TruAudience people-based data and audience solutions help improve 
marketing and advertising effectiveness across channels and objectives — powered by a  
rich foundation of consumer identity data.

TransUnion powers marketing and advertising outcomes 
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https://www.transunion.com/solution/digital-marketing 

